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A status report is given for the ELLPACK system as described in the book Solving Elliptic
Problems Using ElLPACK. Infonnation given includes distribution statistics, relevant literature,
status of modules. new modules. and errata for the book. Tentative plans for a PC implementa-
tion (of a smaller ELLPACK system) are also discussed. We describe five new research direc-
Lions that will not directly affect ELLPACK but which will, someday, produce new systems of
the same nature as ELLPACK. These are (1) Interactive ELLPACK which is already operational,
(2) Usc of multiple domains and domain mappings. which also has an operational prototype, (3)
Development and use of adaptive tensor product grids, which also has an operational prototype.
(4) An expert system for the use of ELLPACK, which has a very preliminary operational prolO-
lype, and (5) A distributed elliptic expert system. in the advanced design stage, to solve elliptic




II. TIlE ElLPACK SYSTEM
A. SlaWs of modules
B. New modules
C. ELLPACK.on a personal computer





B. Domain mapping methods and facilities
C. Adaptive tensor product grids






4. HODIE (for general domains)
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I. OVERVIEW
This report prescnlS an overview of the ELLPACK system which is described and docu-
mented in Solving Elliptic Problems Using EUPACK by John R. Rice and Ronald F. Boisvert
\!'he ElLPACK book).
All but three of Lhe 61 modules described in the ELLPACK book arc now working reliably
and distributed with Ihe current system. In addition two new modules will be included in the dis-
tributions later this year. The first is SPLINE COU1JCATION (by E. N. HOllStiS, I. R. Rice and
M. Vavalis) which uses a new method and is more efficient than any of the other finite element
meEhods in ELLPACK. The second is HODIEfor general domains (by Robert E. Lynch) which
uses a new, high order difference method. It provid~ a dramatic increase in efficiency compared
Lo other finite difference methods and is more efficient than most finite element methods (often
dramatically so).
A brief discussion is given of plans to move a version of ELLPACK to personal compUler
(such as an IBM AT or equivalent). Errata for the ELLPACK book are given along with a com·
plete bibliography.
The distribution data given shows that ELLPACK now is at 67 sites (46 university, 8
government lab and 13 induslIy) in the US and 17 foreign countries. It has been installed on
equipment from at least 12 different computer manufacturers.
The second part of the report provides overviews of five new research directions based on
ELLPACK. This will not directly affect the ELLPACK system itself but might, someday, pro-
duce new systems of the same very high level, powerful nature. These projects arc:
1. Interactive ElLPACK. A prototype of this system is operational (Wayne Dykscn and
Calvin Ribbens). It allows one to take a particular elliptic problem and interactively solve vari-
ous instances of it. Parameters that can be varied include grid sizes, methods, and constants in
the PDE or boundary. A sophisticated color graphics facility is used which allows one to view
various solutions, grids and/or related functions. These items may be also saved for later use or
primed immediately.
2. Domain Mapping Methods and Facilities. ELLPACK has been extended to allow multi-
ple domains to be used for a single PDE. Mappings may be given explicitly or used from
ELLPACK modules in order to create more efficient methods or to transform the problem to an
instance where existing methods apply. A prototype of this system is operational. (Calvin Rib·
bens)
3. Adaptive Tensor Product Grids. Tensor product grids are of interest for two reasons: (a)
Many methods are only. defined or implemented on rectangular grids, (b) Parallel and vector
mclhods are much easier to design for such grids. Adaptive methods have been developed to
create such grids for a variety of problems (e.g. singular or boundary layer problems), some of
these included in the prototype multidomain ELLPACK system. (Calvin Ribbens and John Rice)
4. Elliptic-Expert and EUPACK advisor. The ELLPACK system user needs to be
knowledgeable about numerical methods for solving elliptic problem. He is unlikely to choose
HODIE HELMHOLTZ, REDUCED SYSTEM SI or DYAKANOV CG4 if he has never heard of
lhese terms. A user might well use 5 POINT STAR just because he knows it and feels comfort-
able with it. 'The ElIipLic-Expert system is designed to guide the user to the best (most efficient)
mcthod for his ellipLic problem, it is a tradiLionai applicaLion of an expert system front end
backed up with ELLPACK's very large data base of information about how various modules per-
form on various problems. A preliminary prototype is operational (Wayne Dyksen).
5. Distributed Elliptic-Expert. This project encompasses all Lhe preceding ones plus the
problem of deciding what computer to use for solving an elliptic problem. If the computer
chosen is a multiprocessor, then Distributed ElIipLic·Expert will provide automatic help in
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mapping the computational slruCblre onto the hardware structure so as to achieve efficient use of
the computer. This project is in the advanced designs and analysis stage (Elias Houstis, Wayne
Dyksen and John Rice).
II. TIlE ELLPACK SYSTEM
ITA Status or Modules
There are 61 modules listed in the ELLPACK book. Allhis time all but lhree work wilh
reasonable reliability. The capacitance matrix modules CMM EXPLICIT, CMM mGHER
ORDER and CMM IMPLICIT do not interface reliably with lhe data structure of the DOMAIN
PROCESSOR and have nol yet been included in the ELLPACK systems distributed. The three
dimensional capability of HODIE will be installed for distributions later in 1986.
We occasionally receive reports of problems wilh modules. Sometimes these are simple
defects in the documentation, the module interface or pon:.ability. So far, we have corrected these
simple items. Sometimes there are problems internal to the modules themselves and we forward
the problem to the module authors. In some cases, modules have been modified to correct these
problems and lalerdisbibutions of the ELLPACK system have the corrected modules.
n.B New Modules
The ELLPACK group has developed two new methods which are being incorporated into
the ELLPACK system. These will be included in ELLPACK systems disbibuted later in 1986.
No modules have been submitted to us by others as candidates for inclusion in the ELLPACK
system. The new modules are briefly described here, more details are given in the appendices
using the fonnat of the ELLPACK book.
SPliNE COlLOCATION. This is a collocation method using bicubic splines which is
analogous to the method used in HERMITE COLLOCATION and INIERIOR COLLOCATION
using Hennite bicubic IXJlynomials. It also produces fourth order accuracy on rectangular
domains. The derivation and analysis of the method is considerably more complex. than that of
collocation with Hennite bicubics, the equations derived are also rather complelC. However, the
resulting linear system to be solved is smaller for the same accuracy and the overall result is a
more efficient method. This method and module are due 10 Elias N. Houstis, John R. Rice and
Manolis Vavalis.
HODIE (jor general domains). The HODIE (Higher Order Difference) methods have con-
sistently been among the most efficient methods for rectangular domains. For some years Ron
Boisven and Robert Lynch have independently been studying ways to extend these methods to
general POE's on non-rectangular domains. The goal has been to obtain fourth order accuracy.
The basic difficulty is how to accurately approximate mixed boundary conditions along curved
sides. Fairly early a method to achieve second order accuracy on special ooundaries was found
by Boisvert. This is a great improvement over standard textbook approaches, but other second
order methods based on finite differences have also been found. Recently Lynch has found a new
approach using the HOOlE method which gives high accuracy for general boundary condiLions
along curved boundaries. The HOOlE module for general domains achieves fourth order accu-
racy for almost all elliptic problems and is dramatically more efficient than 5 POINT STAR for
general domains. It is also usually more efficient than COLLOCATION for general domains.
D.C ELLPACK on a Personal Computer
Inexpensive personal computers now have the resources (memory and speed) to solve sub-
stantial scientific problems. The ELLPACK group has initiated the design of a specialized ver-
sion for IBM (or compatible) PC wiLh a hard disk. This project is still in progress and will prob-
ably involve collaboration with some peoplc oUlsidc the ELLPACK group. Thcre arc three main
design issues: (I) How much should be removed from ELLPACK, (2) How much graphics
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should be sup}X)rtcd, and (3) Should the interacLive facilities (see Section lIlA) be included. It1s
expected that PC ELLPACK will have pemaps 20 of the 60+ ELtPACK modules, it will have
graphics supported in only one environment and some interactive features Will be included.

















As the MENU segment indicates. the PC version will be interactive.
n.D Errata for the ELLPACK Book
Writing books is similar to writing big software systems in at least one respect, one never
gets all the errors out. Appendix 1 contains errata of Solving Eiliptic Problems Using Eu...PACK
complete as of January 1, 1986. Additions to thIs errata list are greatly appi"eci.ated.
ll.E Distribution Data
ELLPACK is distributed by PuIdue University for a nominal license fee of $2S0/year plus
an initial shipping charge. For this one receives an ELLpACK tape, two copies of the ELLPACK
book and occasional infonnation about ELLpACK (such as this report). The fees in no way pay
for the development of the ELLPACK system (it now has over 125,000 lines of Fortran and tem-
plates). It does provide some modest support for graduate stUdents, travel and small equipment
items.
ELLPACK is not marketed nor maintained as a commercial product would be. Thus the
distribution is not very large and the support given users is low. We realize that many users do
not have the expertise to install ELLPACK- easily rior to make the local modifications sometimes
required (0 achieve fast perfonnance. We do not have Ihe resources to provide much help to such
people. We can say that ELLPACK has been installed on a wide variety of systems with a rea-
sonable level of perfonnance. A swnmary of the installations as of February I, 1986 is given
below.
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The 18 foreign countries with ELLPACK are: Austria, Austrialia(2), Canada (3), China(2), Den-
marl<, EngJand(5), Finland(2), Gennany(2), Greece, Israel, IllIly, Japan, Nelberlands, Soulb
Africa. Sweden(2), Switzerland, and Yugoslavia
II.F ELLPACK Literature
We list publications (see Appendix 2) which discuss the ELLPACK system itself or its use
in some general way (such as evalualing software or an application). This list docs nol include
any items which refer to the creation, analysis or design of a particular numerical method or its
associated module.
m. NEW DIRECTIONS
lbis section presents brief summaries of lhe five new research directions associated with lhe
ELLPACK project.
rnA Interactive ELLPACK
A new menu segment has been added to ELLPACK. to make it possible to write interactive
ELLPACK programs. The menu segment allows the user to specify several different methods or
procedures to use in solving a problem, and interactively choose from them at run time. The con·
trol program generated from an interactive ELLPACK program contains code to print these
-7-
choices in a menu, prompt for the desired choice. and execute the appropriate code.
Syntax




The title for the menu is given by <menu name>. One or more <menu item>s follow. specifying
lhe choices to be listed in the menu. Each <menu item> is of the fonn:
'[<key>] : [<label>]' <itemdcf>
where <key> is an optional key (the user enters this to select the item at run time), and dabel> is
an optional name for the item. The default foi' <key> is ail. integer such that the items in each
menu are numbered sequentially. The default for <label> is a meaningful string from <item deb.
The item definition <item deC> may include one or more of the following ELLPACK segments:
GRID. DISCRETIZATION, INDEXING. SOLUTION, TRIPLE, OU1PUT, PROCEDURE. or
FORTRAN. An <item deb may extend over several iines. The only restriction is that segment
names within menus do not appear in column on'e. Recall that segment names which apPear out-
side of a MENU segment must begin in column one. In fact, the preprocesSor assumes a menu
specification continues until it findS a segnient name which begins in column one.
Example
The following example illuslrates most of the features of MENU. Notice that the menu
choices continue, return and exit are automatically included in every menu. In a, UNIX environ-
ment, the user can escape to the shell by ·'!cominand". The Interactive ELLPACK program
.•..............••..••.....•....•.••..••••.•...•••••......••... ~ .
•










uxx + uyy = 0.0
u = tTue(x,y) on x=o.
on x=l.
on y=O.




'Sps ;fini Ie differences'
'hbc;hermite bicubic collocation'
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Are you sure (yin)? y
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Interactive Graphics Output
Interactive ELLPACK has been implemented on a number of graphics devices. A new
ELLPACK option tenninal has been added; currently, terminal can be one of dwnb, tek4105,
lek4107. leMJIS and ridge. Since ELLPACK. is "template driven", the ELLPACK control pro-
gram can be tailored for the specific graphics device on which it is to be run. On a dumb terminal,
graphics output is written to a file in UNIX plal(S) file format. On the Tektronix terminals, color
graphic output is written to predefined graphics views; lhe number of colors and views is terminal
specific. Graphics output is stored in segments local to the terminal; hence, the views can be
rnanipluted locally (moved, copied or deleted). Graphic output can be saved in a file either to be
viewed during another Interactive ELLPACK session or to be printed on a color printer. On the
Ridge display (a bit-mapped device), graphics output is displayed in windows which can be
manipulaled with a mouse. Menu items are selected from pop-up menus with a mouse.
Interactive Graphics Input
Interactive ELLPACK uses interactive graphics input to allow the user to specify grids. If
the keyword interaclive appears in a GRID segment, the domain with the current grid is
displayed; grid lines may be added or deleted by positioning a crosshair using a joystick,
thumbwheels or a mouse. In a non-graphic environment, the user is simply prompted for the
information which defines the grid.
Figure III.A.I shows a screen from an Interactive ELLPACK session. The top four views
show the true soiution for a problem along with the error contours of three numerical solutions
whose grids are shown in the second row of views. The lower right view is an enlargement of
view 2. The MENU for manipulating plots is seen in the lower left view.
m.B Domain Mapping Methods and Facilities
A second major new research direction which relates to ELLPACK is the development of
MULT/DOMAIN ELU'ACK (MOE). MOE is a problem solving system based on ELLPACK in
which more than one domain can be used to solve an elliptic problem. lust as in ELLPACK,
MOE allows the user to slate an elliptic POE in a convenient very high level language, and then
choose from a wide array of problem solving modules. Standard ELLPACK computes approxi-
mate solutions to problems on general two-dimensional domains or in three-dimensional boxes.
For two-dimensional problems, MOE extends the power of ELLPACK by allowing the use of
more than one domain in the solution of a single problem. Mappings may be defined between
these domains, and MDE handles the transfonnation of the POE automatically. Obviously, the
goal is to improve the solution process in some way through the use of these problem transforma·
lions. MDE allows the use of well~knownmapping techniques; perilaps more importantly, it
facilitates experimentation with new mapping techniques. One particular area of interest has
been in !he application of problem I.raruifonnations which enhance the possibilities for vector or
parallel algorithms. An experimental version of MOE has been built, and used extensively in this
research.
Domain mapping andproblem transformations
The idea of transfonning a POE through a mapping is classical. It is helpful however, to
describe briefly a typical example. Figure m.B.I shows a domain n in (x,y) space, and its
image n- under a mapping.F , in (s ,I) space. A unifonn grid placed on n· is mapped as shown
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Figure ilI.A.! Screen from a Tektronics 4115 during an Interactive ELLPACK session. The
color coded contours are shown in black here. the screen resolution is good enough for all the










Figure III.B.1 Example of a domain IraIIsfonnation showing problem domain, transCQImed
domain. and mapping between them.
Transforming the problem from n to 0.- means a transfonnation in the PDE itself.
pose we are given the two-dimensional elliptic problem
Lu = f in n (elliptic equation),
u = g on an (Dirichlet boundary conditions).
Sup-
(1)
The mapping F:o:~n· may be represented by a change of coordinates s=s(x,y) and
t =1(X IY)' So we have F(r ,y)=(s(x ,y),t(x ,y». Similarly, F-1 is represented by x =x(s It)
and y =y(s ,t). Applying this change of variables to (1) yields
L·v=j- inOt,
v=g- on CIO-,
where v(s ,t) is the new dependent variable and the superscript'" indicates that a change of coor-
dinates has been made in the function or operator.
User Interface
A new segment called MAP. has been implemented in MOE. With it a user can specify a
mapping to a new domain. The syntax is similar to other problem solving segments in
ELLPACK:
MAP. < module name> « optional parameters> )
Modules of lhis type differ in the type of map they define or in the way in which the map is com-
puted. Implementation of the ttansfoffilations requires !.hat each MAP module provide some way
of computing the mapping F from n Lo at , its inverse F-1, and dF and rPF, the first and second
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order partial derivatives of F. Frequently, some of these functions are known only approxi-
mately. MAP modules installed or under development for the MOE prototype include EXPLI-
CIT, BLENDING. REMOVE CORNER. POLAR, and LAPLACE. It is a simple task to add
additional MAP modules to lhe system.
The new domain is defined implicitly as the image of lhe previous domain under the new
map. Only the original domain is given explicitly in a BOUNDARY segment. Subsequent
domains are defined by the map or sequence of maps used. When a MAP module is executed the
new domain becomes the "current" one, and any subsequent solution of the PDE will operate on
the newly transfonned problem.
Output is available on any of the domains that have been defined. The domains are referred
to by number; 1 is the tim, 2 the second. and so on. The OUTPUT segment of standard
ELLPACK has been extended to allow the specification of a domain number. A typical OUT-
PUT segment in MOE has the fonn
OUIPUT. < type > « function> , < grid » ON < domain number>
The default domain numoor is the current domain. MOE automatically handles the change of
variables needed to evaluate a function on a particular domain when that function is defined on a
different domain. A typical MOE program fragment is shown in Figure III.B.2.
equ. uxx + uyy ,. 0.0
bou. u· true(x.y) on line 0.0.1.0 to 0.6.1.0 to 1.0,0.7
to 1.0,0.0 to 0.0,0.0 to 0.0,1.0
map. remove cornor(npc=6,angle~pi/2.)
gri. 9 x points -1.0 to 1.0 $ 9 Y pointe 0.0 to 1.6
dis. collocation
sol. band ge
out. plot domain on 1 • plot domain on 2
max(error,20,20) on 1 $ plot(n)
Figure m.B.2 Section of a typical Multidomain ELLPACK program.
Implementation
As mentioned above, MOE is an extension ofELLPACK. As such it includes the library of
pre-compiled problem solving modules available with ELLPACK. Of course, under the most
general transfonnations many of the DISCREfIZATION or TRIPLE modules no longer apply
because of the increased complexity of the transformed operator. The prototype MOE is actually
an extension of Interactive ELLPACK (see Section I1I.A). In particular, the MENU segment and
various graphics interfaces are available. Convenient and immediate graphics are particularly
valuable in a multi-domain setting. where the changing geometry of the problem is often of great
interesL
The new MAP segment is defined by a simple addition lO the preprocessor grammar which
defines the ELLPACK language. MAP modules are added to the ELLPACK Definition File in a
way exactly analogous to other problem solving modules. These entries give the FORTRAN
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code needed to call a MAP module from the ELLPACK control program, and jnformation about
array dimensions and any special declarations required by the new module.
Following the standard nolion of "interfaces" between the various •'softWare parts". MOE
defines a new "mapping" interface. It contains variables and arrays which record information
such as the current working domain, the domain where the most recent solution was computed,
and data which is used to keep track of each domain and mapping present. In addition to these
new dal.a structures, the multiple domain capabilities of MDE require some modification to the
slandard subprograms which define the PDE. The subroutines which return problem and boun-
dary opcraLOr coefficients have been modified to allow for domain transformations. Similar
modifications were needed in the funclions which evaluate the problem and boundary condition
right side functions. The subroutine which containS the boundary parameterization was also
modified to reflect the presence of maps. It is significarit that these changes, as well as the new
mapping interface, are all taken care of by the MOE preprocessor. No changes to existing
ELLPACK library software were required. The multiple domains are handled in such a way that
the existing problem solving modules can be used without modification. TItis was an important
design criterion for MOE.
III.e Adaptive Tensor Product Grids
TItis section describes work. that is being done in the area of adapLive grid methods for ellip-
tic POEs. The idea of adapting the grid to a particuiar problem is very powerful and widely-used
in many applications. A comnion approach is to add mesh points near where the problem is
difficult. A more accurate teml for this tactic might be grid "refinement". One of the major
challenges of grid refinement is to keep track of the changing grid. The data structures and pro-
gramming needed to handle fairly arbitrary grid refinements can be very complex. Yet this is fre-
quently done. with goOO resullS.
With the advent of various parallel and vector architectures however. this programming
challenge is even greater. We believe it will be difficult. if not impossible, to develop efficient
parallel and vector algoriUuns which use general grid refinement strategies. These grid
rcfmcment methods increase the complexity of the data structures and algorithms to such an
extent that vectorization or parallelization becomes very difficult. The inherent parallelism of an
algorithm based on a regular tensor product grid seems much easier to exploit. Yet the powcr of
general grid refinement is clearly something that should not be given up so easily. One would like
to develope adaptive grid methods which somehow preserve the tensor product structure of regu-
lar grids. We consider another common approach to grid adaption. Rather than adding new grid
points. the original grid {K)ints can be moved so that more of them are located in the difficult
regions. This preserves the tensor product nature of the grid, at least logically. In general, no
new points are added. unless the entire mesh is refined unifonnly. The result is a defonned tensor
product grid which is adapted to the given problem. SlJictly speaking, this grid is no longer uni-
fonn or regular either. The grid lines for example, are curves rather than horizontal or vertical
lines. However, inlroducing a change of variables, we can view the grid as unifonn and regular
in tenns of these new curvilinear coordinates. The next section expands on this idea. We then
describe a prototype implementation of this scheme which is being used to investigate various
adaptive tensor product grid methods.
Problem transformation
Our approach to tensor product grid adaption is to view it as a change of variables or prob-
lem transfonnation. Conceptually, we use two domains to solve a problem (see Figure II1.C.I).











solution domain S. A bivalued fimction F maps points in P to points in S; its invel5e is F-1. A
fixed unifonn tensor product grid is used to discretize the transfonned POE on S. F-1 maps
points in this uniform grid onlo a curvilinear grid in P. The mapping is chosen so that this curvi~
linear grid is adapted. in some sense, to the given problem. Obviously, the task of chasing F (or
F-1) to optimize the distribution of points is a nontrivial one. Once it is done however, we can
proceed to solve the transfonned problem in S. The brief discussion of transfonned POEs in Sec-
tion m.B applies in this case as well.
Multidomain ELLPACK implementation
Having posed the grid adaption problem in terms of domain mappings, it fits naturally into
the Multidomain ELLPACK (MDE) system described in Section n.B. Toward that end. a new
MDE segment ADAPI' has been implemented:
ADAPT. < module name> « optional parameters> )
Each of the ADAPT modules defines a mapping from lhe current problem domain to a new solu-
tion domain, where the problem can then be solved with a uniform tensor product grid. There are
currently four such modules.
Each of the ADAPT modules lakes basically the same approach to determining the map.
Rather than searching directly for a suitable function F, they simply relocate grid poinlS in P
according to some criterion based on the given problem. In practice. the grid used to select the
adaptive mapping need not be as fine as lhe discretization grid. It need only be fine enough to
allow a sufficiently flexible and wide array of mappings. Given this new curvilinear grid in P ,
the inverse mapping F-1 is chosen to best approximate the new point distribution. We usc a
piecewise bicubic spline to represent each coordinate ofp-l. TIlis choice provides enough flexi-
bility to approximate a wide variety of point distributions while still maintaining the continuity
needed to transform the problem smoothly. The coefficients of p-l are determined by least
squares; there are typically many more grid poinlS in P than coefficients in p-l. The least
squares step also serves to smooth the mapping, in case the points were moved wilhout much
concern for smoothness. The tensor product formulation of the bicubic splines is exploited to
make the least squares step inexpensive.
Once a new F-1 is chosen, the lransfonned problem may be solved. The first and second
order partial derivatives of p-l are used to compute the coefficients of the transformed problem.
If P at some point (x.y) in P is needed. we use a special two dimensional secant method to
invert F-1nwnerica11y. ntis is not needed to discretize the transformed PDE; it is needed when
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output on the original problem do"maln is desired. The numerical inversion step converges
rapidly since a good initial guess is nomially available.
The various ADAPI' modules differ in how they detemiine the riew pOint distribution. the
least automatic method is an •'iIiteractive t. orie in which the user may ~ove poi~ts or Hites liirti.-
:'iclf. It is based on the interactive GRID segmerit written by Wayne tiyksen for Iiifemctive
ELLPACK. More sophisticated methods under dcv'elopmeiit take either It "!OcciI" or "global"
approach. In ooth approathcs, we seek to baiance a "densitY" futictioti over the pro6Iem
domain. The density function may be' any functioii that reflects Uie difficUlties iIi the p-TbbleriJ. or
lhc "goodness" of the solution. In a local methOd. pOints are Il'ioVed aC.cOrding to the
~:innuencc" exerted on lhem by the denSities at neighboring polritS. In agiobal method. an
allcmpt is made to define a new poirtt distriblition baSed on density values' iakdi over' the wHole
domain.
I1I.n Elliptic-Expert and ELLPACK Advisor
The principal goal of ELLPACK IS to create a modem, very high level systeiil for scientific
computation, The size and complexity of feasible scientific computationS has, iilereased ciriUn~ti­
cally in the lasllwenty-five years, ami yet, over the same time, the process by which scientists
and engineers do scientific computing has changed relatively little:. A S:i~ficant improvement in
the sCienlist/scientific computing interface can be reaiized via very. high ievei systems s1:Jeh as
ELLPACK . ELLPACK is a versatile very High ieliellQrlgwlge (VHi.L) or probletrt solVing
ellyjrontneru for Solving elliptic PDES. Although ELl.I'AcK containS vast "taw" POE sOlvitl'g
power, there are tWo fundamen"tal factors limiting its pb'tentiai ~,:t problem solver. FirSt,
ELLPACK is striclly "batch" o"riefitcd, and Secondly, it lakeS an "elliptiC" e;;:pc-rl" to make fuil
usc of ELLPACK's problem Solving powers.
We already have a running pro'[ot}'pe' of lrfteraCRve EILPACK. it features slinple "prob-
lem definition" inpUt, interactive' grid generation', interactive elliptic problem sOiving and in'terac-
Live color graphics. This results in a tremen:dclds boost in .out productivity aIid 1s one step In
improving scientific computing (at least fot elliptic problems)'.
Elliptic-Expert
Although interactive ELLPACK represents' a' significant inlptovement it provides no ile~p iIi
choosing a solution method. For a' given' scientific c6nlputing problem, tl1e selection' of th'e
"bcSL" solution algorithm is d'ifficult fot the average nonexPert. The' n'eed for coilfi'denee in
resulLs Lhus dictates electing inferior "known" li.t'gorithms over su:perior "ui!knowri" ones.
Elliplic-Expert is an extension of Interactive ELLPACK which ad'vi'ses the u'ser in; the seI~:i;­
tion of th'e' "best" aigoritfun, for soIVln-g an' elliptic p'roblcm. The'interactlo"n bCtwee"ii ilie
EllipLfc-Expert Systein' and' the user in'clild'es' the followi'Iig area'S:
1. ElliptIC problem' d'Cfitlition'
2. Objectives and COnstraints fot the com'putaions
3. Melakn'owledge
4. Solution: methOd (if the userwaI'Us to give guidance)
5, Output spedfications
- 16-
For example, a simple Ellipie-Expert problem is slated as follows:
OPTIONS.
accuracy = 0.05
total lime < 1 hour
solution is periodic. smooth




uy = 4*pi*sin(2*pi·x) on y = 1 end.
The architecture of EUiptic~Expertis shown in Figure m.DI.
We already have a knowledge-base of performance of methods in over 10,000 elliptic problem
solutions. A prime research effort for us is that of using our knowledge-base of the performance
data plus an inference engine to create an expert system for elliptic problems.
The knowledge-base contains facts about the following three main areas:
1. Techniques to Approximate the Elliptic Problem
Applicability to elliptic problem
• Effect of grid on discrete problem
• Convergence properties
• Discrete problem properties
Resource requirements
• Relative ranking from performance data
2. Linear Equation Solution Modules
• Effect of and/or need for indexing
• Applicability to discretization
• Resource requirements
• Relative ranking from performance data
3. Module Documentation
The knowledge·base also contains an extensive set of rules for selecting the best ELLPACK
elliptic solver for a particular problem.
EUiptic-Expert's inference engine has two modes. In heuristic mode the solution method is
selected only on the basis of a pn'ori knowledge; e.g., symbolic analysis of the elliptic problem
and past perfonnance knowledge. In algorithmic mcde, dynamic strategies based on roth a
priori and a posteriori knowledge are used; e.g.,
1. side calculations to study the behavior of the coefficients, forcing function and boun-
dary data,
2. trial,low accuracy, cheap SOlutions,

























Knowledge , Acquisition , Performance








Figure m.b], Schematic of EUiptic-Expert showing the user interface (rop) and the expert
system: for analyzing PDE and selecting methods (bottom).
4. addilionai inpuVadvice from the user after presentation of the initial results.
Elliptic-Expert has an AcqUisition System 10 gain knowledge-base facts and inference rules
for the Knowledge Processor. 'this knowledge comes from three sOurces: lhe elliptic expert. tllc
Expertise System as it learns from its actions, and the ELLPACK Performance Evah.iation Sys-
teni [BHR79J. [RlID80].
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The System Supervisor gives the problem definition to ELLPACK analyzer which returns
the problem interface-that is, the encoded elliptic problem. This interface is then passes to the
Expertise System along with requests for advice and/or explanation. Using !.he Knowledge Sys-
tem, the Expertise System then makes suggestions to the user. Ifna perfonnance dala is available
for this type of problem, the Acquisition System is requested to generate some via the Perfor-
mance Evaluation System. If the problem is deemed to be interesting and different. it is added to
the PDE population. After the user chooses a solution melhod. the System Supervisor passes the
solution interface [0 the appropriate ELLPACK module which returns the solution. Naturally.
me Expertise System contains an explanation system to "justify" its actions.
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m.E Distributed Elliptic-Expert
This project is a direct continuation of the Elliptic-Expert project described above. To
avoid repeating most details, we summarize the Elliptic-Expert system as follows:
1. Il allows a natural statement of a complex scientific problem to be solved.
2. It allows simple statements about computational objectives (accuracy, output desired,
resource constraints).
3. It then selects a method to solve the problem and produces the results or states that the
objectives are infeasible.
The goal of such problem solving environmenJs (PSE) is to provide the scientist with the
benefit of a large txxIy of sophisticated software (the problem solving modules in ElliptiC-Expert
consist of 100,000+ lines of Fortran) and the benefit of accumulated expertise (there are hundreds
of rules used plus a database of performance measures for 10,000+ problem solutions.
However, Elliptic-Expert does nothing to assist with the equally formidable complexities of
the next generation of supercomputers. Just as the potential for conventional computers is
difficult to realize without elliptic-POE-knowledgeable users, the potential of supercomputers is
diflicult to realize without supercomputer-knowledgeable users. The OE2 system is to do ror
hardware system complexity what ElliptiC-Expert does for software/method complexiLy; hide it.
Figure m.02 shows the overall structure of the OE2 system and Figure 1II.03 expands
upon the computer network that exists at Purdue. Without further generalities, we describe our
approach to key problems: construcLion of an architecture compiler for a problem solving
c n v i m o m c n t .
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Distributed Elliptic-Expert's Computer Network
Purdue's Computer Networkr----------------------------,
, ,




VAX! I ~~~ IE .[ Fas=::all ;
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CYBER 205!I ~;;~~K I- ·1 ~:~r I:
L ~
r----------------------------,
FLEX! I E~~~~ IE ·1 =:r I:L____________________ _ ~
SYSTEM
SUPERVISOR
Figure m.D3 Detailed schematic of the computer network. The second ex.pert system will
analyze the computational requirements. help select appropriate machines and map
the computation onto them.
and each doing N2/P of the lhings. Figure III.D4 shows a realistic example of an annotated
graph for a DE2 application. The shaded boxes represent replicated modules that can be grouped
in any convenient way.
Our operational plan is as follows. We work wilh relatively coarse grain structures so the
graphs are of reasonable size. We translate all this infonnation into a mathematical oplimization
problem; it will be mostly a linear program with perhaps a few nonlinear constraints and a
-:<1 -
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Figure III.D4 Graphical representation of a computation from the DE2 system. The annotations
are encoded values of the memory and computation required at each node; another
set of annotations shows the communication requirements between the nodes.
nonlinear objective function. We apply a fast heuristic algorithm to obtain a good - probably not
optimal - solution of the optiinization problem. This solution is then used to create the load
module for the PSE run.
One can visualize from litis description of DE2 that there are many specific technical prob-
lems lo be solved. To keep the presentation brief, we list only eight of these.
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Technical Problems:
1. Obtain the module structlUe and resource use daJa. We want more "coarse" slIUclUre and
data that one obtains from a complete analysis of a program [Ri84]. We plan on software
tools to help extract infonnation and simplify programs (e.g.• count the variables declared,
reduce statements to arilhmetic counts, ignore "small" loops or branches). It is premature
Lo automate this completely and we also will use human interaction. Most submoduIes will
reduce [0 one annotated node in the graph.
2. Parallization ofproblem solving modules. We have studied recasting melhods so !hey are
easily adapted to parallel computation. We have already parallalized some of the DE2
modules. We find that automatic approaches give helpful information but that human
analysis is essential for really good reMts.
3. Obtain the machine structure and resource capacities. We will obtain !.his infonnation by
hand for our netwoIk and machines.
4. Build the resource allocation problem. A particular run combines a fair number of modules
whose separate structure is known. These must be combined into one resource allocation
problem. We will automate this process.
5. Model the communications nonlinearties. In a multiprocessor or multimachine environment
the communication capacities behave nonlinearly as saturation is neared. Since this is the
interesting range of operation, this nonlinearity must be modeled. We will measure this
behavior ourselves for the FLEX 32 and for intermachine communication on the hctcrogenc-
ous network:.
6. Solve the resource allocation problem. The nonnal case will be to have only a few hundred
constraints and a nonlinear objective function. The problem is too big to use time corumm-
ing standard optimization techniques, yet it is not a huge problem. We and others have
developed fast heuristic methods for these problems and our initial experience is that the
work to obtain a "good" solution heuristically grows linearly with the size of the problem.
7. Architecture compiler: Dynamic so/ware reconfiguration and program transformations.
Our long tenn goal is not only to map the computations onto the architecture, but to dynami-
cally reconfigure the software to fit better on the architecture. We will operate at the pro-
cedure level (submodules).
8. DeYelop performance estimators. In selecting machines we need La be able to make a prior,
estimates of routines based on the representations we have of the computations and
machines [Ri82]. Perfonnance prediction on multiprocessors is currently one of the lcading
open questions in high perfonnance computations, extensive experimental work is planned
to calibrate these estimators.
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APPENDIX 1: ERRATA (as of1 March, 1986)
SOLVING ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS USING ELLPACK
PAGE; line: CHANGE
x; 22 Transpose Rice and Ribbens as authors of Appendix C
19; 3\ 95·> 103
19; 36 1074 .> 1082
36; 25 7-POINT STAR -> 7-POINT 3D
50; Fig. 3.1 Contour value are slightly changed due to new plot routines
57; 33 Need to add routines forCDXU and CDYU as ELLPACK uses the
default routines of 0.0. Much better results are obtained
58; 22 With CDXU and CDYU given exactly, 1.1345798E-Ol .> 8.9709E-03
59; 35 With CDXU and CDYU given exactly, 1.1345553E-Ol .> 8.9113E-03
59; 5 With CDXU and CDYU given exactly, 1.1341274E-01-> 8.8655E-03
65; -22,-\8,-7 U= -> UEST=
68; 1 delete S from UNKNOWN
74;·2 IH) ->' 'J
78; 22 Until NDTYFE computation is corrected, we get a warning message here
80; ·11 97 -> 105
80; -6 1249 -> 1257
84; 7 1471 -> 1487
84; 12 18882 -> 18898
86; Fig. 4.2 New plot routines produce slightly different tic-marks on axes
88; Fig. 5.1 Figure is for an II by 11 grid, but rest of example is 10 by 10 grid
89;·113->4
92; 38 Should have another point (number 38) for the end of the arc
38 I.OOOE+OO o. E+OO I.OOOE+OO 2 INTE 5007 0
93; Fig. 5.2 New plot routines produce different contours near arc
94; 6, 8 delete these lines
96; Fig. 5.3 Substantial changes-due to new plot routines and different plot grid
96; -6, -7 Top and bottom conditions should interchanged to get plot Fig. 5.4
100; -25 135PNU(I, -> 135PNU(I, ,change I to 1
101; Fig. 5.5 see comment on page 96
101; -4 F' (uo) -> F (uo)
102; 12 u+S->u+S
107; 12 5.C2 -> 5.C3
107; -3 Initial C for comment missing
109; 4 last term of the equation is
3uo(hxuo. + kyuo,)/h
Ill; Fig. 5.7 legend should have "c = 12" in italics
Ill; -4 X+yH -> (x:+y+t)/4.
112; 17 L(x,y,t -Lit)->Lu(x,y,t -at)
115; -23 TRUXYT -> ABS(TRUXYT)
117; 8-15 Values for MAX RELERR are wrong, magnitudes are about 10-3
\25; -7, ·10, -13 RlHIEV -> R3HIEV
155; 10 delete f,
187; - This module has been substantially revised. The paramerel'S



















PARAMETERS: PfHRS controls the stringency of the partial pivoting. It must be
between 0.0 and 1.0 with a default value of0.1. Pivoting is not done if the
current diagonal entry is PTHRS (or more) times the largest element in the current row.
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES: A workspace of length 10*IIMNCO*II~EQ
+7*I1MNEQ+3 is required. The amount ofworkspace is not completely
predictable and the moodule might at times stop and issue a message
requesting more workspace.
period -> periodic
add the term "+ Uu " to Lu
it set -> it is set
Add the sentence: The default for NTRI is 8*NX*NY.
Need reference
Errors in page layout, indentation and margins
Last five column headings should be
RIBPAR IlPECE IlBPTY IlBGRD IlBNGH
Add another line
58 1.5000E+OO -1.0000E+00 2.5000E+00 4 BOTH 700414
345; 24,25 Add on the right: ,LlREMV
; 32 IKWRK -> IlKWRK
346; 2 ACESS -> ACCESS
398; 26 IIBCST(4, 4) -> IlBCSf(4, 6)
; -14 LlMEND, LlMUND -> IlMEND, IlMUND
; -I Add on the right: , L1 REMV
399; 1 Add aD the right: ,LlREMV
; 2 LlPAGE, LlINPT, LlOUTP, LlSCRA -> IlPAGE, IlINPT, IlOUTP, IlSCRA
; 6 CIRTABL -> CITABL
;30 31->28
; 35 3 -> 2
; 36 Add a new first argument to QOINT of .FALSE.
; 45 Q8GPOO -> QOGPOO
400; 25 After statement 162 add CALL QIPCOE{O.O, 0.0, RICUXX)
; 46 After statement 183 add the same as above
; -I Q8GP99 -> QOGP99
401; -5 IBOV2 -> 0.0
403; 12,13 Add" LlREMV
421 j- Column' 'Boundary Conditions" has misalignments for 42P and 48P
The entry for SOP should be D
6-0.7->y-0.7
subscript N should be n for Problem 42 boundary condition
Problem 50 has an extraneous blank square
None -> a varies the strength of the ridge in the solution among other things
=g->=O and=h->=H
Add the following to the second paragraph: Compiling the driver and
these routines, then linking wilh the PGLIB (see Section B.6) yields an
executable preprocessor
Add the sentence (after "blanks.") In addition to rules and action, PG
programs may include special segments
buih·in rule -> segment
This line should appear as




PROG -> 'OPTION' ALfNUM+ <=' ALFNUM+
456; -10, -11 Insert the term 'OPTION' (in quotes) aner the ->
457; -16 the same as -> is the same as
460; 5 fules -> rules
463; 8 The DONE procedure has not been implemented
465; 7 Add the sentences (after "IQOUTP.") PG uses leinpiatc processor
routines to keep track of template variables. The: template processor may also
be called as a subroutine to process a templ$te. The ELLPACk preprocessor
does this twice; once to initialize many template variables and one to




APPENDIX 2: ELLPACK LITERATURE
This does not include publications primarily about the numerical methods used in ELLPACK
modules.
BOOK
Solving Elliptic Problems Using ELLPACK
John R. Rice and Ronald F. Boisvert
Springer Verlag (1985), 497 pages
PAPERS (in chronological order)
Houstis, E.N., Lynch, R. E., Papatheodorou, T.S., and Rice, I.R., Developmem, evaluation and
selection of methods for elliptic partial differential equations. Ann. AIeA, II (1975),
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Rice, J.R., ELLPACK: A research tool for elliptic partial differential equations software. In
Mathematical Software Ill, (1. Rice, 00.), Academic Press, (1977), 319-341.
Rice, I.R., ELLPACK: A cooperative effort for the study of numerical melhods for elliptic partial
differential equations. In ARO Report 77-3: Proceedings of the 1971 Army Numeri-
cal Analysis and Computer Conference, pp. 165-169.
Houstis, E.N., Lynch, R.E., and Rice, I.R, Evaluation of numerical methods for elliptic partial
differential equations. I. Compo Physics, 27 (1978), 323~350.
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Numerical Analysis (C. de Boor, ed.), Academic Press, (1978),143-175.
Boisvert, R.F., Houstis, E.N., and Rice, I.R., A system for perfonnance evaluation of partial dif-
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HOUSlis, E.N. and Rice, J.R., An experimental design for the computational evaluation of elliptic
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APPENDIX 3: SPLINE COLLOCATION
Preliminary Draft
MODULE: SPLCOL (rectangular domains)
AUTHOR(S): E. N. Houstis and M. T. Vavalis
PURPOSE: Discretize the linear elliptic partial differential equation
Lu = aU;a + bu:cy + cUyy + dux + eUy + fa = g
on a two-dimensional rectangular region R subject to homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions on the boundary grid points of aR. The coefficients a, b I ••. • g are
functioIt'i of.x and y.
METIlOD: For unifonn meshes a high order residual spline collocation melhod is applied lO
obtain optimal spline approximations to u and its derivatives. The method is currently
applicable for splines of order 3, 4, 6. and 8. In the case of order 3 splines superconvergence
of order 0 (h 4 - j) occurs at nodes U = 0), midpoints U = O. 2) and points
(x, + Ah, y, + Ah), U = 1) where l. =(3 ± V3)/6.
PARAMETER: IORDER= 3, 4, 6, 8 (order of splines)
RESTRICTIONS:
2-di mensional rectangular regions
Grid size at least 3 x 3
a and c must be nonzero
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APPENDIX 4: HOOlE (for general domains)
MODULE: HODIE (general domain)
AUTHOR: Roben E. Lynch
Preliminary Dmft
PURPOSE: Discretize the linear elliptic partial differential equation
Lu = au~ + buxy + cUyy + dux + euy + fu = g
on a general two-dimensional region R subject to conditions
Mu =pu +qUx +''7 =1
on the boundary em of R , where a. b I .•• • g. p, ... I t are functions of x and y. This is
one of three implementations of HOOlE, lhe other two are (1) 2-dimeru>ions, rectangular
domain wilh Dirichlet boundary conditions and (2) 3-dimensioDS. box domain, Dirichlet
conditions. The ELLPACK preprosessor ,selects the implementation appropriate for the
user's problem.
METHOD: See the write up afthe implementations (l) and (2).
PARAMETERS: IORDER = 2, 4 or 6 for the order of accuracy; default 4.
RESTRICTIONS:
2-dimensions
Grid of size at least 3><3
a and c must be nonzero
p2 + q2 + r 2 must be positive
